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We’ve had a busy few weeks in Carns N.S. We’re delighted to be awarded The Active School Flag for the first time, following a full 
year’s work involving all pupils attending the school. We’ve recently spent a day exploring our local seashore at Milk Harbour with 
a marine biologist. Bee bots arrived at the school and we’re exploring programming using Bee-Bots and We Lego Two.This year 

we’re giving a special focus to Art in the school, and we’re developing our drawing skills for the first 6 weeks.
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Be a Reader, Be a Writer, Be a Problem Solver Opportunities for Life-Long Learning

We’ve just been awarded our first 
Active School Flag from 2018 to 2021. 
We’re continuing our good work in 
Sport with our Active Playground & 
Full particiation and engagement in 
all aspects of the PE curriculum. 
We’re very proud of this achievement 
as it’s a challenging programme to 
achieve the flag for any school. 

The Hazelwood Haunting Milk Harbour Sep 2018 Independence & Confidence

In Sep/Oct- We’re focusing on Running & Athletics
In Nov/Dec- We’re focusing on Balance & Gymnastics

Sep 2018 Athletics

Music Generation & TW
The children in the junior classroom are enjoying a 14 week 
Music Exploration course with Music Generation. All children 
from 2nd class are doing tin-whistle classes each week with June 
McCormack in school. Second class children are enjoying their 
first experience with tin-whistles. In the senior classroom, we 
now have  children playing TW, fiddle and flute.

Visiting Milk Harbour Sep 2018

We spent a day exploring our local sea shore Milk 
Harbour with marine biologist Conor Ryan in early 

September 2018.

New opening hours
9am- 2:40pm

As part of our STEM programme this year, we’re exploring 
robotic programming through Bee-Bots & Lego We Do 2. 


